
Mariupol and Warsaw Ghetto: Theodicy Then and Now 
 

 
 

Underlying assumptions: 
 

1. Despite history Am Yisrael remains in a covenant with the divine 
2. Are there times when the suffering of exile is so profound that this covenant is called 

into question (hester Panim) 
3. Is man’s inhumanity to man of God’s concern? (hashgachah protis) 
4. What is our role when seeing such disaster as the Chosen People? 

 
 

Prooftexts 
 
Zohar Bechukosai 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Matok Mi’dvash 
 

 
 



Rabbi Yitzchak began his discourse expounding the following verse:  
 
“ my beloved is like the gazelle or the                                         
 
“behold he stands behind our wall caring behind the window peering from the latticework,” 
            

Song 2:9 
 

 
 
And he began by stating “ how Israel merits and how happy must Israel be, meriting the Mishkan 
which is the Holy Schechina sent to them from the supernal King (blessed be He).. 
 
For even though they are in exile, the Holy One blessed be he comes every new Moon and Shabbat 
as well as Yom Tov,  
 
 

 
 
A Parable of a king  
 
Against whom the queen sinned…so he exiled her from the palace  
What did she do? 
She took his son with her who was the apple of his eye and his beloved,  
Since the king intended to return her to the palace 
He allowed the son to accompany her  
When the king (finally) desires to see the queen and his son 
He paces up and down and climbs walls and stares at them through gaps in the wall. 



When he finally sees them suffering and degraded he begins to cry behind the lattices of the wall 
after which he returns to his place. 
 
 

 
 
NIMSHAL 
 
So too, the nation of Israel, even though (at the time of the destruction) they emerged from the 
palace of the king and went into exile, the “mishkan” Schechina did not leave them, rather they 
took Her with them, meaning they showed their love of Hashem and cleaved to the Shechinah and 
gave their lives in Kiddush hashem, (sanctifying the Holy name)  
 
Since his wish and  desire was for them, in order to return them soon, 
 
Therefore he left the Schechina with them,  
 
And when his desire and wish to watch over and protect the Shechinah arises 
i.e. on Sabbaths  and Yomim Tovim,  then at those (auspicious) times there is this supernal desire 
to be one with her just like those times when the temple was in existence,  
 
however this impossible nowadays like it once was… 
 



 
 
And at this time (of union) the suffering of Israel in exile arises in His thought, 
Which causes an arousal of feminine waters from below going up to supernal mother to extract 
from her divine effluence, 
 
After which it descends causing influence in the sefirot of Z’a,  then climbing the walls to influence 
a union with the feminine of z’a 
 
Whereupon he gazes from behind the latticework over Israel’s plight and exile, which is interfering 
and separating Israel from their father in heaven, 
 
Meaning his very gaze causes some effluence although tiny 
For he is able to “see” them but unable to cause influence as is proper 
 
Now he begins to cry in order to arose justice/judgement on the nations who destroyed the temple, 
and exiled Israel, and he decrees harsh and evil decrees on them, at the time of the redeemer, and 
decrees that Israel shall be redeemed soon from among the nations and the temple will be rebuilt. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The mashal and nimshal are not consistent 
 
In the MASHAL the king gets angry with the queen  



 
And leaves the son with her since he still desires her 
  
So the son is a ploy by which to explain his visitations without admitting his ongoing desire for 
the queen…. 
 
BUT IN THE NIMSHAL 
 
The king is angry with the son, i.e Israel, 
And leaves the Queen (Schechina) with them  
 
They do have the following in common 
 
The beloved is left with the unloved 
 
Questions:    
 
Cause for exile: 
King’s anger 
King’s desire…caught between the two  RAGE vs OBSESSION…powerlessness 
 
Object of anger:   son vs wife 
 
Why not take him/her back already? 
 
Role of the nations of the world in causing their suffering: 
When he wants to he will pull out the stops and bring DIN 
Which will allow for the redeemer. 
 
King is overcome with emotion. What type? 
Desire for son/wife, nostalgia (like it was in the temple?) 
 
 
 
 
 
In the  space between the Mashal and Nimshal we see a space 
A gap 
If symmetrical and consistent fine 
But when there is a disconnect a lack of symmetry we must ask 
What has happened? 
Why the lack of symmetry…. 
 
Why has the baal ha-nimshal switched the offending subject from the queen to the son? 
How has this altered the dynamic of the relationship? 
 



The king angry at wife banishes her yet desires to see her 
 
In the nimshal has the king banishing the son …a recurrent theme in midrash 
 
In other meshalim the queen follows the son to protect him 
 
Here does she know the king will come for the son enentually? 
  
The main theological innovation of the Zohar was the very incarnation of the Schechinah as 
separate for the divine King… 
 
The mashal is consistent with the stress between the king angered over the queen banishes her as 
in midrash, 
 
The nimshal is uncharacteristic of zohar putting blame on the son…that sounds like midrash. 
 
 


